Considering the demand for vehicle stability control and the existence of uncertainties in the four-wheel steering (4WS) system, the mixed H2/H∞ robust control methodology of the 4WS system is proposed. Firstly, the linear 2DOF vehicle model, the nonlinear 8DOF vehicle model, the driver model, and the rear wheel electrohydraulic system model were constructed. Secondly, based on the yaw rate tracking strategy, the mixed H2/H∞ controller was designed with the optimized weighting functions to guarantee system performance, robustness, and the robust stability of the 4WS vehicle stability control system. The H∞ method was applied to minimize the effects of modeling uncertainties, sensor noise, and external disturbances on the system outputs, and the H2 method was used to ensure system performance. Finally, numerical simulations based on Matlab/Simulink and hardware-in-the-loop experiments were performed with the proposed control strategy to identify its performance. The simulation and experimental results indicate that the handling stability of the 4WS vehicle is improved by the H2/H∞ controller and that the 4WS system with the H2/H∞ controller has better handling stability and robustness than those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller.
Introduction
With the development of electronic and control technologies, the four-wheel steering (4WS) system for automobiles has been actively studied as an effective vehicle maneuvering technology that can improve the maneuvering of vehicles at low speeds and enhance their stability at high speeds [1] . In order to enhance control performance, many studies have focused on the control strategies of the 4WS system since the first 4WS system became popular [2] , especially its steering stability controller design, which has recently been a hot research topic [3] [4] [5] .
Various control strategies have been performed on vehicle stability control, such as PID control [6] , fuzzy control [7] , and neural network control [8] . Although these control approaches enhance vehicle stability to a certain extent, neural network control needs a wide variety of experimental data, fuzzy control requires human experience to construct the fuzzy rules, and PID control shows weak robustness against external disturbances. Modern robust control theories have demonstrated some effective methods to deal with the above drawbacks [9, 10] . Moreover, it is well known that the handling stability control containing various uncertainties is a highly nonlinear and complex process [11] . The 4WS vehicle stability control system is vulnerable to uncertainties, such as modeling uncertainties, A 2DOF vehicle model is widely used as a reference model for the controller design of the vehicle steering system [30, 31] . Both theory and experiment prove that the controllers based on the 2DOF vehicle model can work normally and represent the actual physical process of the vehicle steering system with great accuracy [32] . Thus, a 2DOF vehicle dynamics model was constructed to design the H2/H∞ robust controller of the 4WS system, as shown in Figure 1 . As the reference coordinate system of the vehicle, the inertial coordinate frame ( , , ) is fixed on the ground, where the direction represented by the axis is perpendicular to the ( , ) plane. The body coordinate system is represented by ( , , ) to describe the vehicle movement, where CG is the coordinate origin. The ( , , ) coordinate system rotates the yaw angle towards the ( , , ). The vehicle runs at a constant speed measured at the CG point, and it rotates at a certain yaw velocity .
is the sideslip angle of the CG point. Only considering lateral motion and yaw motion, the vehicle kinematics equation is derived from Newton's second law, which is shown below:
where denotes the vehicle mass; and are the lateral forces between the tire and the road surface of the front and rear wheels; and represent the front wheel angle and the rear wheel angle of the vehicle, respectively; denotes the moment of inertia of the vehicle around the axis; ( ) is the distance between the gravity center and the front (rear) axle.
In general, and are quite small:
If is small and changes slowly, then
where and represent the slip angles of the front wheel and the rear wheel, respectively. Only considering lateral motion and yaw motion, the vehicle kinematics equation is derived from Newton's second law, which is shown below:
mV(
. β + r)cosβ = F f cosδ f + F r cosδ r I z . r = l f F f cosδ f − l r F r cosδ r (1) where m denotes the vehicle mass; F f and F r are the lateral forces between the tire and the road surface of the front and rear wheels; δ f and δ r represent the front wheel angle and the rear wheel angle of the vehicle, respectively; I z denotes the moment of inertia of the vehicle around the z axis; l f (l r ) is the distance between the gravity center and the front (rear) axle. In general, δ f and δ r are quite small:
If β is small and V changes slowly, then
where α f and α r represent the slip angles of the front wheel and the rear wheel, respectively. Based on the consideration of the cornering characteristics of tires, the following approximate linear models are adopted.
F f = C f α f , F r = C r α r (4) where C f and C r denote the cornering stiffness of the front wheel and the rear wheel, respectively. Combined with Equations (1)- (4) 
The 8DOF Vehicle Model and Model Validation

The 8DOF Vehicle Model
Although the 2DOF vehicle model mentioned above can be used for the controller design, it cannot be used to represent a vehicle-controlled plant because of its simplicity and linearity. In this study, a nonlinear 8DOF vehicle model is regarded as a vehicle-controlled plant for the 4WS control system's evaluations through computer simulations and hardware-in-the-loop experiments. Figure 2 shows the nonlinear 8DOF vehicle model, which mainly includes the rotational dynamics of the four wheels and the longitudinal, lateral, roll, and yaw motions of the vehicle. ∑ F xi = F x f l + F x f r cosδ f + (F xrl + F xrr )cosδ r − F y f l + F y f r sinδ f − F yrl + F yrr sinδ r .
(2) Lateral motion: w i = T di − F xi R w − T bi (i = f l, f r, rl, rr).
v x , v y are the longitudinal and lateral velocities of the vehicle centroid; m s is the vehicle sprung mass; φ denotes the vehicle roll angle; F xi , F yi represent the longitudinal and lateral forces acting on four wheels by the ground. h is the height of the vehicle centroid; I xz is the momentum of inertia of vehicle around the XZ axis; B f , B r denote the front and rear wheelbases; d φ f , d φr are the roll angle damping of the front and rear suspensions; k φ f , k φr represent the roll angle stiffness of the front and rear suspensions; f l, f r, rl, rr denote the front left wheel, front right wheel, rear left wheel, and rear right wheel; T di is the wheel driving moment; T bi is the wheel braking moment. 
(2) Lateral motion:
(3) Yaw motion: When the vehicle runs at high speeds, the tire would enter into the non-linear area. In this context, a nonlinear tire model should be built to represent the nonlinearity of the tire forces. This study adopts the well-known Dugoff tire model, and the detained modeling of the Dugoff tire can be found in [33] .
Model Validation
To demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed nonlinear vehicle model, the full-vehicle model is constructed in Carsim software to contrast the 8DOF vehicle model built in the Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 857 6 of 30
Simulink. The simulation condition (δ f = 3 * pi/180 * (3.33t), δ r = 0, V = 20 m/s) is set under the full-vehicle model and the 8DOF vehicle model. The simulation results for the sideslip angle, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration are shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen in Figure 3 , the magnitudes and trends of the full-vehicle model and the 8DOF vehicle model results are roughly consistent, which proves the correctness of the 8DOF vehicle model. Thus, the 8DOF vehicle model is used as the vehicle model in this paper to evaluate the 4WS control system.
context, a nonlinear tire model should be built to represent the nonlinearity of the tire forces. This study adopts the well-known Dugoff tire model, and the detained modeling of the Dugoff tire can be found in [33] .
To demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed nonlinear vehicle model, the full-vehicle model is constructed in Carsim software to contrast the 8DOF vehicle model built in the Simulink. The simulation condition ( = 3 * /180 * ( 3.33 ), = 0, = 20 / ) is set under the full-vehicle model and the 8DOF vehicle model. The simulation results for the sideslip angle, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration are shown in Figure 3 . As can be seen in Figure 3 , the magnitudes and trends of the full-vehicle model and the 8DOF vehicle model results are roughly consistent, which proves the correctness of the 8DOF vehicle model. Thus, the 8DOF vehicle model is used as the vehicle model in this paper to evaluate the 4WS control system. 
The Driver Model
According to the "preview-follow" theory [34, 35] , the driver model is established, and the driver-vehicle closed-loop system is presented in Figure 4 . f (t) represents the road input; T denotes the driver's preview time; T C is the correction time; C 0 denotes the correction parameter; δ sw * is the ideal steering wheel angle; T d is the lag time of the driver's response; T h is the lag time of the driver's control response; δ sw is the actual steering-wheel angle; y(t) denotes the lateral displacement;
..
y/δ sw * represents the transfer function of the vehicle.
According to the "preview-follow" theory [34, 35] , the driver model is established, and the driver-vehicle closed-loop system is presented in Figure 4 . ( ) represents the road input; denotes the driver's preview time;
is the correction time; 0 denotes the correction parameter; sw * is the ideal steering wheel angle; is the lag time of the driver's response; ℎ is the lag time of the driver's control response; sw is the actual steering-wheel angle; ( ) denotes the lateral displacement;
• The transfer function of the driver model is shown as follows.
The Rear Wheel Electrohydraulic System Model
The rear wheel electrohydraulic system was used to realize the vehicle's rear wheel rotation based on electrohydraulic proportional control technology, and its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5 . Firstly, the controller sends a current to the proportional electromagnetic valve. Secondly, the spool of the proportional electromagnetic valve is moved. Thirdly, the hydraulic oil flows through the proportional electromagnetic valve to drive the steering cylinder's motion. Finally, the steering cylinder drives the rocker arm and the pull rod to rotate the tire. The relationship between the output current of the controller and the spool displacement of the proportional electromagnetic valve is shown as follows.
where represents the spool quality of the reversal valve; denotes the viscosity damping coefficient of the spool; 1 is the spring stiffness; 0 represents the pre-compression of the spring. The transfer function of the driver model is shown as follows.
The rear wheel electrohydraulic system was used to realize the vehicle's rear wheel rotation based on electrohydraulic proportional control technology, and its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5 . Firstly, the controller sends a current to the proportional electromagnetic valve. Secondly, the spool of the proportional electromagnetic valve is moved. Thirdly, the hydraulic oil flows through the proportional electromagnetic valve to drive the steering cylinder's motion. Finally, the steering cylinder drives the rocker arm and the pull rod to rotate the tire.
denotes the driver's preview time;
The rear wheel electrohydraulic system was used to realize the vehicle's rear wheel rotation based on electrohydraulic proportional control technology, and its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5 . Firstly, the controller sends a current to the proportional electromagnetic valve. Secondly, the spool of the proportional electromagnetic valve is moved. Thirdly, the hydraulic oil flows through the proportional electromagnetic valve to drive the steering cylinder's motion. Finally, the steering cylinder drives the rocker arm and the pull rod to rotate the tire. The relationship between the output current of the controller and the spool displacement of the proportional electromagnetic valve is shown as follows. 
where represents the spool quality of the reversal valve; denotes the viscosity damping coefficient of the spool; 1 is the spring stiffness; 0 represents the pre-compression of the spring. The relationship between the output current I of the controller and the spool displacement y of the proportional electromagnetic valve is shown as follows.
where M j represents the spool quality of the reversal valve; B y denotes the viscosity damping coefficient of the spool; K 1 is the spring stiffness; y 0 represents the pre-compression of the spring. The load flow equation of the proportional electromagnetic valve is shown below.
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where Q L is the load flow; K qh denotes the zero flow gain of the spool; K ph represents the pressure-flow rate of the spool; P L is the load pressure. The mathematical model of the hydraulic cylinder is shown as follows.
where A c is the equivalent area; y g represents the piston displacement; C L is the leakage coefficient; V e is the equivalent volume; β e denotes the elastic modulus; M t is the total mass; B t denotes the viscous damping coefficient; K L denotes the spring stiffness of the load; F L is the external load force. The rear wheel angle by means of equivalent linearization method is shown below.
Based on Laplace transform, the transfer function of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system can be shown as follows.
In the rear wheel electrohydraulic system, the hydraulic cylinder is a major influence on the dynamic response. Therefore, the equation mentioned above can be expressed approximately as follows.
The Stability Control Strategy of the 4WS Vehicle
The control strategy of the 4WS vehicle stability aims to improve the vehicle handling stability, which can be divided into two parts: track the yaw rate and make the sideslip angle zero. In the actual control process, the uncertainties are unavoidable in a real 4WS system. Another control objective is to eliminate the effects of modeling uncertainties, the noise signal, and the external disturbance signals in the 4WS system. In this context, the schema of the 4WS vehicle stability control is shown in Figure 6 .
where is the load flow; ℎ denotes the zero flow gain of the spool; ℎ represents the pressure-flow rate of the spool; is the load pressure. The mathematical model of the hydraulic cylinder is shown as follows.
where is the equivalent area; represents the piston displacement; is the leakage coefficient;
is the equivalent volume; denotes the elastic modulus; is the total mass; denotes the viscous damping coefficient; denotes the spring stiffness of the load; is the external load force.
The rear wheel angle by means of equivalent linearization method is shown below.
The control strategy of the 4WS vehicle stability aims to improve the vehicle handling stability, which can be divided into two parts: track the yaw rate and make the sideslip angle zero. In the actual control process, the uncertainties are unavoidable in a real 4WS system. Another control objective is to eliminate the effects of modeling uncertainties, the noise signal, and the external disturbance signals in the 4WS system. In this context, the schema of the 4WS vehicle stability control is shown in Figure 6 . The reference model defines the ideal yaw rate of the 4WS vehicle, and the desired yaw rate is assumed to be as follows [11, 36] :
The feedback controller is designed to minimize the yaw rate error between the 4WS vehicle and the reference model. In other words, yaw rate tracking can be transformed to follow the ideal reference model. Based on the H2/H∞ feedback controller, the control current is transferred into the rear wheel electrohydraulic system, and the rear wheel angle is then obtained. Finally, the handling stability of the 4WS vehicle is achieved.
The Uncertainty Description
The 4WS vehicle stability control system is vulnerable to uncertainties that are unavoidable in a real control system. Hence, uncertainties must be taken into consideration to improve the robustness and robust stability of the 4WS control system. The uncertainties are of two classes: disturbances and dynamic perturbations. The former consists of external disturbances, sensor noises, actuator noises, etc. The latter denotes the modeling uncertainty, which is the difference between the mathematical model and the actual control system.
In this paper, the 4WS vehicle modeling uncertainty, the rear wheel electrohydraulic system modeling uncertainty, the yaw rate sensor noise, and the external disturbances are regarded as the uncertainties, as shown in Figure 7 . ∆ act denotes the rear wheel electrohydraulic system modeling uncertainty; ∆ v represents the 4WS vehicle modeling uncertainty; n, f , T f are the yaw rate sensor noise, the lateral interference force, and the yaw interference torque, respectively; G re f denotes the transfer function of the reference model; G act represents the transfer function of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system; G stands for the transfer function of the 4WS vehicle model.
The reference model defines the ideal yaw rate of the 4WS vehicle, and the desired yaw rate is assumed to be as follows [11, 36] : * = /300 + 0.8 /10 + 1 .
In this paper, the 4WS vehicle modeling uncertainty, the rear wheel electrohydraulic system modeling uncertainty, the yaw rate sensor noise, and the external disturbances are regarded as the uncertainties, as shown in Figure 7 .
denotes the rear wheel electrohydraulic system modeling uncertainty;
represents the 4WS vehicle modeling uncertainty; , , are the yaw rate sensor noise, the lateral interference force, and the yaw interference torque, respectively; denotes the transfer function of the reference model;
represents the transfer function of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system; stands for the transfer function of the 4WS vehicle model. The external disturbance signals are considered in the 4WS vehicle model. The 4WS vehicle model based on external disturbances can be described as follows.
Equation (20) is transformed into a state space model, which is shown below.
The dynamic perturbations can be represented by inserting one single perturbation block into the mathematical model. As shown in Figure 7 , denotes the input multiplicative The external disturbance signals are considered in the 4WS vehicle model. The 4WS vehicle model based on external disturbances can be described as follows.
.
The dynamic perturbations can be represented by inserting one single perturbation block ∆ into the mathematical model. As shown in Figure 7 , ∆ act denotes the input multiplicative perturbation in the rear wheel electrohydraulic system model, and ∆ v represents the inverse additive perturbation in the 4WS vehicle model. The linear fractional transformation (LFT) is used to transform dynamic perturbations into a standard configuration to represent how the model uncertainties affect the input/output relationship [37] . The dynamic perturbations can be denoted as a unified framework, as shown in Figure 8 .
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Based on LFT, the relationship between input and output of the control system can be shown below.
= ( , ) .
(
The rear wheel electrohydraulic system model and the 4WS vehicle model uncertainties can be described uniformly by Figure 8 , and their interconnection transfer function matrixes are shown as follows.
where and 0 represent interconnection transfer function matrixes of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system model and the 4WS vehicle model, respectively; denotes the transfer function of the 4WS vehicle model. F(M, ∆) is called the LFT of interconnection transfer function of matrix M to perturbation ∆, which can be written as follows.
Based on LFT, the relationship between input w and output z of the control system can be shown below.
where M act and M 0 represent interconnection transfer function matrixes of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system model and the 4WS vehicle model, respectively; G denotes the transfer function of the 4WS vehicle model. The whole system model with dynamic perturbations can be described further based on the following LFT, as shown in Figure 9 .
where M sys denotes the interconnection transfer function matrix of the whole system model; ∆ represents the whole dynamic perturbations. The whole system model with dynamic perturbations can be described further based on the following LFT, as shown in Figure 9 .
where denotes the interconnection transfer function matrix of the whole system model; represents the whole dynamic perturbations.
The H2/H∞ Robust Control Strategy
In order to compensate the robustness against the unavoidable uncertainties in the real 4WS control system, the feedback controller was designed based on the mixed H2/H∞ control theory. The H∞ controller was formulated as a minimization problem of the infinitive norm of a closed-loop transfer function matrix. The H2 theory was studied to improve system performance. As a generalization of the H∞ control problem, the H2/H∞ control theory was used to find an optimal controller that can improve the robustness and performance of the 4WS control system. 
In order to compensate the robustness against the unavoidable uncertainties in the real 4WS control system, the feedback controller was designed based on the mixed H2/H∞ control theory. The H∞ controller was formulated as a minimization problem of the infinitive norm of a closed-loop transfer function matrix. The H2 theory was studied to improve system performance. As a generalization of the H∞ control problem, the H2/H∞ control theory was used to find an optimal controller that can improve the robustness and performance of the 4WS control system. The H2/H∞ standard design problem is shown in Figure 10 , where w is the input signal; u is the feedback input signal; z ∞ and z 2 are the outputs of the H2/H∞ controller indexes; y is the output signal; G(s) is the generalized controlled object; K(s) is the feedback controller; ∆ represents the uncertainties. The whole system model with dynamic perturbations can be described further based on the following LFT, as shown in Figure 9 .
In order to compensate the robustness against the unavoidable uncertainties in the real 4WS control system, the feedback controller was designed based on the mixed H2/H∞ control theory. The H∞ controller was formulated as a minimization problem of the infinitive norm of a closed-loop transfer function matrix. The H2 theory was studied to improve system performance. As a generalization of the H∞ control problem, the H2/H∞ control theory was used to find an optimal controller that can improve the robustness and performance of the 4WS control system. G(s) is a linear, time-invariant system, which can be described by the state space model, as shown below.
where
are the parameter matrixes of the state space. Equation (26) is represented as follows.
Suppose G(s) meets the following requirements:
(1) (A, B 1 ) is stable, and (C 1 , A) can be measured.
(2) (A, B 2 ) is stable, and (C 2 , A) can be measured.
Based on the assumptions mentioned above, the H2/H∞ control theory mainly takes advantage of the output signal to design a suitable controller and obtains the appropriate feedback control input shown below.
The designed H2/H∞ controller can make the closed loop system meet different characteristics with respect to the following requirements.
(1) The closed-loop system is internally stable. In other words, all eigenvalues of the state matrix of the closed-loop system are in the left half open plane. (2) The H2/H∞ norm of T zw is minimized or less than a given value, as shown below.
The feedback controller K(s) can be expressed by state space, which is shown below.
where A K , B K , C K , D K are the parameter matrixes of the feedback controller K(s); x K is the state vector of K(s). By applying Equation (30) into Equation (27) , the closed-loop system can be expressed as follows.
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The goal of the H2/H∞ controller design is to find the best robust controller K(s) that minimizes the sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity function. On that basis, the weighting functions are taken into account in the H2/H∞ robust controller design based on the feedback tracking ability and the disturbances resistance. The control system with the sensitivity functions and the weighting functions are shown in Figure 11. = [ 1 + 2 The goal of the H2/H∞ controller design is to find the best robust controller ( ) that minimizes the sensitivity function and complementary sensitivity function. On that basis, the weighting functions are taken into account in the H2/H∞ robust controller design based on the feedback tracking ability and the disturbances resistance. The control system with the sensitivity functions and the weighting functions are shown in Figure 11 . The sensitivity function reflects good tracking and great disturbance attenuation of the control system.
can save control energy of the system. The complementary sensitivity function can enhance the robust stability of the control system. These sensitivity functions can be represented as follows.
Based on the sensitivity functions and the weighting functions, the H2/H∞ controller design aims at solving the following optimization problem. 
Weighting Function Selection
As mentioned above, the weighting functions are used to make the 4WS control system have better system performance and robustness. For the mixed sensitivity problem, in general, the selection criteria of the weighting functions are described below.
(1) 1 is on behalf of the tracking and disturbance resistance of the control system, and it needs to possess low pass characteristics. Therefore, 1 is the low pass transfer function. 2 reflects the requirements of the sensitivity function and can reduce the control energy output. 2 is defined as a constant. 3 is responsible for the requirements of the complementary sensitivity function and needs to have high pass characteristics. Hence, 3 is represented by the high pass transfer function. The sensitivity function S reflects good tracking and great disturbance attenuation of the control system. KS can save control energy of the system. The complementary sensitivity function T can enhance the robust stability of the control system. These sensitivity functions can be represented as follows. S = (I + GK)
Based on the sensitivity functions and the weighting functions, the H2/H∞ controller design aims at solving the following optimization problem.
(1) W 1 is on behalf of the tracking and disturbance resistance of the control system, and it needs to possess low pass characteristics. Therefore, W 1 is the low pass transfer function. W 2 reflects the requirements of the sensitivity function KS and can reduce the control energy output. W 2 is defined as a constant. W 3 is responsible for the requirements of the complementary sensitivity function T and needs to have high pass characteristics. Hence, W 3 is represented by the high pass transfer function. (2) In order to reduce the order of the designed robust controller and make it easier to be applied in the 4WS vehicle, the weighting functions W 1 and W 2 are selected as the first-order transfer functions in this paper.
Based on the selection principles mentioned above, the weighting functions can be denoted as follows.
where A represents the maximum steady-state error, A < 1; w 0 is the expected bandwidth; M denotes the peak sensitivity; const denotes a constant.
Significant efforts and extensive experiments are needed to find the best weighting functions, which are defined as follows.
The bode diagrams of the weighting functions W 1 and W 3 are shown in Figure 12 . Obviously, W 1 and W 3 are the low pass and high pass transfer functions, respectively. 
The bode diagrams of the weighting functions 1 and 3 are shown in Figure 12 . Obviously, 1 and 3 are the low pass and high pass transfer functions, respectively. 
The Design of H2/H∞ Robust Controller
The H2/H∞ robust controller is designed to improve the robustness and performance of the 4WS stability control system, and the control structure is shown in Figure 13 . The control system inputs are the front wheel angle , the yaw rate sensor noise , the lateral interference force , and the yaw interference torque . The current is the output of the H2/H∞ robust controller. The outputs of the control system are divided into three parts: 1 , 2 , and 3 . 1 is responsible for good tracking, external disturbances attenuation, and the noise restrain ability of the control system. 2 reflects the energy consumption of the controller. 3 reflects the robust stability of the control system. 
The H2/H∞ robust controller is designed to improve the robustness and performance of the 4WS stability control system, and the control structure is shown in Figure 13 . The control system inputs are the front wheel angle δ f , the yaw rate sensor noise n, the lateral interference force f , and the yaw interference torque T f . The current I is the output of the H2/H∞ robust controller. The outputs of the control system are divided into three parts: z 1 , z 2 , and z 3 . z 1 is responsible for good tracking, external disturbances attenuation, and the noise restrain ability of the control system. z 2 reflects the energy consumption of the controller. z 3 reflects the robust stability of the control system. According to the stability control structure of the 4WS vehicle mentioned above, the standard H2/H∞ design problem in this paper can be shown in Figure 14 . The H∞ norm is responsible for improving the control system's robustness and reducing output energy. The H2 controller is used to enhance the control system's dynamic performance. The generalized system can be described as follows. According to the stability control structure of the 4WS vehicle mentioned above, the standard H2/H∞ design problem in this paper can be shown in Figure 14 . The H∞ norm is responsible for improving the control system's robustness and reducing output energy. The H2 controller is used to enhance the control system's dynamic performance. The generalized system can be described as follows.
where F(P, K) = P 22 + P 21 K(I − P 11 K) −1 P 12 P = P 11 P 12 P 21 P 22 .
-- Figure 13 . The stability control structure of the 4WS vehicle.
According to the stability control structure of the 4WS vehicle mentioned above, the standard H2/H∞ design problem in this paper can be shown in Figure 14 . The H∞ norm is responsible for improving the control system's robustness and reducing output energy. The H2 controller is used to enhance the control system's dynamic performance. The generalized system can be described as follows. 
Simulations and Results Analysis
The simulations based on Matlab/Simulink were performed with the proposed H2/H∞ control strategy to identify the 4WS vehicle's yaw rate tracking ability and path tracking performance. 
The simulations based on Matlab/Simulink were performed with the proposed H2/H∞ control strategy to identify the 4WS vehicle's yaw rate tracking ability and path tracking performance. Moreover, the H∞ controller and the traditional proportional controller were also designed to contrast the performance of the proposed H2/H∞ controller. A proportional controller is usually used to control real 4WS vehicles, and the ratio of rear wheel angle to front wheel angle is defined as follows [38] .
The parameters utilized in the numerical simulations are shown in Table 1 . A H2/H∞ controller was designed for the 4WS vehicle at a velocity of 90 km/h. The LMI (linear matrix inequality) Control Toolbox was used to obtain the H2/H∞ controller, which can guarantee that the H2 performance index T(z 2 w) < 0.61 and the H∞ index T(z ∞ w) < 0.27. In order to verify the performance of the robust H2/H∞ controller applied in the 4WS vehicle, four steering maneuvers (step steering maneuver, sinusoidal steering maneuver, fishhook maneuver, and double-lane change maneuver) were simulated in a MATLAB/Simulink environment using the nonlinear 8DOF vehicle model. 
Step Steering Maneuver
Firstly, the nominal performance of the 4WS stability control system was studied. The step responses of the front wheel angle input were studied to verify the nominal performance of the 4WS vehicle. Suppose the 4WS vehicle runs at a velocity 90 km/h, and the road friction coefficient is set as 0.85 (dry road). Figure 15 shows the input signal of the front wheel angle. Figure 16 depicts the sideslip angle response and the yaw rate response among the H∞ controller, the proportional controller, and the H2/H∞ controller. As can be seen in Figure 16a , the sideslip angle with the proportional controller had large overshoot, and the sideslip angle with the H∞ controller presented certain fluctuations. Compared with the H∞ controller and the proportional controller, the H2/H∞ controller made the sideslip angle response more stable. As shown in Figure 16b , when the 4WS vehicle was equipped with the H2/H∞ and H∞ controllers, the steady state errors between the yaw rate and the desired yaw rate were almost zero, while the steady state error of the vehicle equipped with the proportional controller was 0.02 rad/s. Compared with the H∞ controller, the yaw rate of the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller responses was quicker and more stable. It can be concluded that the H2/H∞ controller outperformed the H∞ controller and the proportional controller in terms of yaw rate tracking and path tracking. As can be seen in Figure 16a , the sideslip angle with the proportional controller had large overshoot, and the sideslip angle with the H∞ controller presented certain fluctuations. Compared Secondly, in order to demonstrate the disturbances resistance capability of the designed controller, the side wind and yaw rate sensor noise were taken under the step input of the front wheel angle mentioned above. A 15 m/s side wind (Level 7 : 13.9 m/s ≤ V wind ≤ 17.1 m/s) was considered to simulate the external interferences, as shown in Figure 17 . According to the aerodynamic theory, the lateral interference force and the yaw interference torque can be expressed as follows [37] .
where C f x is the lateral force coefficient; C Mz denotes the yaw torque coefficient; ρ is the air density; V a represents the flow rate of the synthetic airflow; V wind is the wind velocity. The sensitivity to the given disturbances is defined as the average absolute relative error between the yaw rate or sideslip angle without disturbances and that with disturbances, which can be expressed as follows.
where y without (k) denotes the yaw rate or sideslip angle without disturbances at the kth moment; y with (k) is the yaw rate or sideslip angle with disturbances at the kth moment; n represents the numbers of the yaw rate or sideslip angle in the disturbance periods. When the sensitivity λ sen to the given disturbances is greater than its threshold λ max , the 4WS vehicle equipped with the designed controller is vulnerable to disturbances; otherwise, the proposed controller is robust against disturbances. λ max can be defined by various experts and automobile manufacturers, and it is set as 0.08 in this paper. Figure 18 depicts the sideslip angle response and the yaw rate response under disturbances. As shown in Figure 18 , under the disturbances of the side wind in a 3-5 s period and the yaw rate sensor noise in a 7-8 s period, the sideslip angle and the yaw rate of the 4WS vehicles with the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller were not disturbed, while that of the vehicle equipped with the proportional controller showed large fluctuations, and the sensitivities λ sen of the sideslip angle and the yaw rate to the disturbances were greater than 0.08. It was concluded that the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller are more robust than the proportional controller. The yaw rate's settling time and the overshoot of the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller were lower than that of the H∞ controller, which shows that the H2/H∞ controller made the 4WS vehicle more robust than the H∞ controller.
Finally, the robust stability of the 4WS control system was verified. Figure 19 shows the frequency response of the maximum singular value of perturbation block ∆ transfer function matrix, and ∆ reflects the mathematical modeling uncertainties. Figure 19 depicts the robust stability of the control system with respect to the modeling uncertainties. It can be seen that the maximum singular value of ∆ was less than 1 and that the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller had great robust stability. Finally, the robust stability of the 4WS control system was verified. Figure 19 shows the frequency response of the maximum singular value of perturbation block transfer function matrix, and reflects the mathematical modeling uncertainties. Figure 19 depicts the robust stability of the control system with respect to the modeling uncertainties. It can be seen that the maximum singular value of was less than 1 and that the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller had great robust stability. 
Sinusoidal Steering Maneuver
To evaluate the tracking performance of the 4WS control system with the designed controller, a steering test on the sinusoidal wave maneuver was performed. The sinusoidal input of the front wheel angle is shown in Figure 20 . The 4WS vehicle initially ran at 120 km/h, and the road friction coefficient was set as 0.6 (wet road). The simulation results are shown in Figure 21 .
As can be seen in Figure 21a , the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller had a smaller sideslip angle than those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller, which shows that the H2/H∞ controller gave the 4WS vehicle the best path tracking capability. We can see from Figure 21b that the 4WS vehicle equipped with the H2/H∞ controller was fully capable of tracking the ideal yaw rate, while those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller had yaw rate tracking errors. It was concluded that the 4WS system with the H2/H∞ controller outperformed that with the H∞ controller and the proportional controller in terms of path tracking and yaw rate tracking capabilities. 
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Fishhook Maneuver
The fishhook maneuver was performed to verify the system performance and robustness of the designed controller. The initial speed of the vehicle was taken as 108 km/h, and the road friction coefficient was set as 0.85. Because the front wheel angle is commonly proportional to the steering wheel angle controlled by the driver, it was taken as the input signal, as shown in Figure 22 . The simulation results for sideslip angle and yaw rate responses are displayed in Figure 23 .
In Figure 23a , we can see that the sideslip angle of the 4WS vehicle with the proportional controller had overshoot, and that of the H∞ controller showed fluctuations and responses that were slower than that of the H2/H∞ controller. As can be seen in Figure 23b , the 4WS vehicle with the 
The fishhook maneuver was performed to verify the system performance and robustness of the designed controller. The initial speed of the vehicle was taken as 108 km/h, and the road friction coefficient was set as 0.85. Because the front wheel angle is commonly proportional to the steering wheel angle controlled by the driver, it was taken as the input signal, as shown in Figure 22 . The simulation results for sideslip angle and yaw rate responses are displayed in Figure 23 . In Figure 23a , we can see that the sideslip angle of the 4WS vehicle with the proportional controller had overshoot, and that of the H∞ controller showed fluctuations and responses that were slower than that of the H2/H∞ controller. As can be seen in Figure 23b , the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller was able to track ideal yaw rate well, while those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller had yaw rate tracking errors. In addition, the 4WS vehicle equipped with H2/H∞ controller had faster response in terms of yaw rate. We can safely come to the conclusion that the 4WS system with the H2/H∞ controller showed a better system performance than those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller.
To compare the robustness performance of the proposed three controllers, the effects of side wind disturbance and yaw rate sensor noise were taken into account. The side wind, whose speed was set as 18 m/s (Level 8 : 17.2 m/s ≤ V wind ≤ 20.7 m/s), was used to simulate external interferences, as shown in Figure 24 . The fishhook maneuver simulation under disturbances was conducted, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 25 . As can be seen in Figure 25 , under the disturbances in a 7-8 s period, the sideslip angle and the yaw rate of the 4WS vehicle equipped with the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller were slightly disturbed, while that of the proportional controller showed vibrations, and the sensitivities λ sen of the sideslip angle and the yaw rate to the disturbances were greater than 0.08. It was concluded that the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller are more robust than the proportional controller. To compare the robustness performance of the proposed three controllers, the effects of side wind disturbance and yaw rate sensor noise were taken into account. The side wind, whose speed was set as 18 m/s ( 8: 17.2 / ≤ ≤ 20.7 / ), was used to simulate external interferences, as shown in Figure 24 . The fishhook maneuver simulation under disturbances was conducted, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 25 . As can be seen in Figure 25 , under the disturbances in a 7-8 s period, the sideslip angle and the yaw rate of the 4WS vehicle equipped with the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller were slightly disturbed, while that of the proportional controller showed vibrations, and the sensitivities sen of the sideslip angle and the yaw rate to the disturbances were greater than 0.08. It was concluded that the H2/H∞ controller and the H∞ controller are more robust than the proportional controller. 
Double-Lane Change Maneuver
The handing stability of the 4WS vehicle is closely related to the intention and operation of the driver, so the driver-vehicle closed-loop system is considered in this paper. The double-lane change maneuver is commonly applied to study the performance of the driver-vehicle closed-loop system, and here this maneuver was simulated in a Matlab/Simulink environment. The initial speed of the double-lane change maneuver was 72 km/h, and the road friction coefficient was set as 0.85. The simulation results are shown in Figure 26 .
In Figure 26a , we can see that the sideslip angle of the 4WS vehicle with the proportional controller was the highest. As can be seen in Figure 26b , the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller was able to track ideal yaw rate well, while those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller had yaw rate tracking errors. In Figure 26c , although the 4WS vehicles with the proposed three kinds of controllers can track paths, the 4WS vehicles equipped with the H∞ controller and the proportional controller showed oscillations in the back straight path. Hence, considering the driver model, the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller had the best path tracking capability. 
In Figure 26a , we can see that the sideslip angle of the 4WS vehicle with the proportional controller was the highest. As can be seen in Figure 26b , the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller was able to track ideal yaw rate well, while those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller had yaw rate tracking errors. In Figure 26c , although the 4WS vehicles with the proposed three kinds of controllers can track paths, the 4WS vehicles equipped with the H∞ controller and the proportional controller showed oscillations in the back straight path. Hence, considering the driver model, the 4WS vehicle with the H2/H∞ controller had the best path tracking capability.
Based on the analysis of the simulation results of the four steering maneuvers, it was concluded that (1) the H2/H∞ controller can improve the 4WS vehicle handing stability, which includes the yaw rate tracking ability and the path tracking performance, and that (2) Based on the analysis of the simulation results of the four steering maneuvers, it was concluded that (1) the H2/H∞ controller can improve the 4WS vehicle handing stability, which includes the yaw rate tracking ability and the path tracking performance, and that (2) the 4WS system with the H2/H∞ controller outperformed those of the H∞ controller and the proportional controller in terms of vehicle handing stability and robustness. 
Hardware-in-the-Loop Experiments
A rear wheel electrohydraulic system model was constructed to study the effect of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system on the handing stability of the 4WS vehicle. However, the mathematical model of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system is more ideal for practical steering mechanisms. An actual hydraulic steering system is highly non-linear and complex, and has a large number of interferences. That is to say, the modeling of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system involves uncertainties. The designed H2/H∞ controller considers the modeling uncertainties to enhance the robustness of the 4WS control system. The step steering maneuver was used to verify the H2/H∞ controller's robust stability against modeling uncertainties. In order to further demonstrate the H2/H∞ controller's robustness against modeling uncertainties, a real rear wheel electrohydraulic system was established to conduct hardware-in-the-loop experiments. The experimental control block diagram is shown in Figure 27 , and the experimental platform is displayed in Figure 28 .
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Hardware-in-the-Loop Experiments
A rear wheel electrohydraulic system model was constructed to study the effect of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system on the handing stability of the 4WS vehicle. However, the mathematical model of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system is more ideal for practical steering mechanisms. An actual hydraulic steering system is highly non-linear and complex, and has a large number of interferences. That is to say, the modeling of the rear wheel electrohydraulic system involves uncertainties. The designed H2/H∞ controller considers the modeling uncertainties to enhance the robustness of the 4WS control system. The step steering maneuver was used to verify the H2/H∞ controller's robust stability against modeling uncertainties. In order to further demonstrate the H2/H∞ controller's robustness against modeling uncertainties, a real rear wheel electrohydraulic system was established to conduct hardware-in-the-loop experiments. The experimental control block diagram is shown in Figure 27 , and the experimental platform is displayed in Figure 28 . The experimental platform mainly consisted of four parts: the steering wheel module, the electrohydraulic control unit, the Simulink model in the computer, and the hydraulic steering execution module. The video game steering wheel, which is a Keteng brand device, was used as the steering wheel module, which was equipped with the steering angle sensor. The STM32f407 development board was used to design the electrohydraulic control unit. The Simulink model contained the nonlinear 8DOF vehicle model, the reference model, and the robust controller model. The rear wheel electrohydraulic system was composed of the hydraulic steering execution module The experimental platform mainly consisted of four parts: the steering wheel module, the electrohydraulic control unit, the Simulink model in the computer, and the hydraulic steering execution module. The video game steering wheel, which is a Keteng brand device, was used as the steering wheel module, which was equipped with the steering angle sensor. The STM32f407 development board was used to design the electrohydraulic control unit. The Simulink model contained the nonlinear 8DOF vehicle model, the reference model, and the robust controller model. The rear wheel electrohydraulic system was composed of the hydraulic steering execution module and the electrohydraulic control unit. The hydraulic steering execution module was mainly made up of the proportional electromagnetic valve, the steering cylinder, the hydraulic pump, the hydraulic oil tank, the pressure compensated valve, and the relief valve. The schematic diagram of the hydraulic steering execution module is shown in Figure 29 .
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Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 857 27 of 31 and the electrohydraulic control unit. The hydraulic steering execution module was mainly made up of the proportional electromagnetic valve, the steering cylinder, the hydraulic pump, the hydraulic oil tank, the pressure compensated valve, and the relief valve. The schematic diagram of the hydraulic steering execution module is shown in Figure 29 . The steering wheel module was operated, and the steering wheel angle was then obtained, as shown in Figure 30 . The front wheel angle was then calculated by the electrohydraulic control unit based on the transmission ratio of the steering system, which is shown in Figure 31 . The steering wheel module was operated, and the steering wheel angle was then obtained, as shown in Figure 30 . The front wheel angle was then calculated by the electrohydraulic control unit based on the transmission ratio of the steering system, which is shown in Figure 31 . and the electrohydraulic control unit. The hydraulic steering execution module was mainly made up of the proportional electromagnetic valve, the steering cylinder, the hydraulic pump, the hydraulic oil tank, the pressure compensated valve, and the relief valve. The schematic diagram of the hydraulic steering execution module is shown in Figure 29 . The steering wheel module was operated, and the steering wheel angle was then obtained, as shown in Figure 30 . The front wheel angle was then calculated by the electrohydraulic control unit based on the transmission ratio of the steering system, which is shown in Figure 31 . Hardware-in-the-loop experiments under the H2/H∞, H∞, and proportional control methods were conducted. The experimental results are shown in Figure 32 .
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